
SurroundingsSurroundings
~~How the kids knowHow the kids know~~



AgendaAgenda

• The importance of teaching surroundings

• How to teach the kids of surroundings

• Concrete Example



The importance of feeling surroundings The importance of feeling surroundings 

1.To grow the sensitivity of kids

2.To grow the moral of kids



How to teach the kids surroundingsHow to teach the kids surroundings
• The important thing is not only teach kids by books.  

To go outside and show them the real world.
• Teach kids through the daily life
eg;

1. Growing vegetables or flowers, and observe them.
2. Feeding animals (eg. rabbits) to let children know the 

importance of life. 

Let’s see a example of Japanese school



How to teach the kids the importance of every seasons.How to teach the kids the importance of every seasons.
~~Play with the seasons which we have here~Play with the seasons which we have here~

Purpose:
1. To make kids understand each season’s importance 

and characteristics. 
2. To let kids find something new by themselves

Why play:
Playing is the best and the most natural way for kids 

to remember something or learn something.  

Let’s see the examples  Japanese 
elementary schools try to do for the first 

grade kids.



Play in the spring



go out and feel a wonderful day!!go out and feel a wonderful day!!



Rain season has started! Summer is around the corner!



Which one do you prefer? Which one do you prefer? 
Play with sand or water???Play with sand or water???

V
S



Leaves are changing their clothes!!



What can we do with these fallen What can we do with these fallen 
leaves?!leaves?!

OH! Where did he go??

What is she doing??

This is 
YAKIIMO



Hello!!
Snow 
Man



Have fun Have fun funfun funfun!!!!!!

Even it’s cold 
outside...

Snow is waiting 
for us!!!!!!!



Through four seasons, Through four seasons, 
we can observe the changing of flowers!!we can observe the changing of flowers!!



Thank youThank you☆☆


